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Seal Top Edge 

Spray as you Peel 

Apply DOTRIX TM 

 DOTRIXTM Dot Matrix Cover … 
…means beautifully clean installations! 

 
DOTRIX TM Dot Matrix covers and patterns are custom fit to conform to problem areas. 
Using our exclusive DOTRIX TM material  you can cut and fit beautiful 
Dot Matrix covers that match up perfectly with our window film patterns. 
You’ll save time with less heat shrinking. A beautiful, seamless and blacked-out dot matrix area 
will give you the perfect installation every time. 

 
Application is simple and easy.  Un-like window films, the pressure-sensitive backing allows for 
easy installation without heat shrinking.  The results are truly awesome!  DOTRIX TM Dot Matrix 
cover patterns are available exclusively from American Filter Film Distributors, distributor of Film 
Designs. 
 
 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR DOTRIX TM INSTALLATION 
 

Step 1: Install Window Film First 
 
Cut, heat form and install the window film to the rear window  
 (For best results, do not allow film to enter in the dot matrix or frit line area.) 

 

 
Step 2: Seal the Top Edge  
 
Be sure to SEAL the top edge of film just below Dot Matrix or Frit Lines with a 
Hard Card and paper towel. This will keep water from getting under film when 
applying the DOTRIX TM pattern. Clean dot matrix area to be covered with soapy 
water and a yellow turbo squeegee. 
(Use 3oz. Of Film-On or 1oz.soap in 32oz. Bottle) 
                      
Step 3: Spray as you Peel  

 
Thoroughly spray the dot matrix area to be covered with the soapy solution. Peal 
your pattern from table or glass stand spraying vigorously with the soapy 
solution. 
 
Step 4: Apply  
 
Apply the DOTRIX TM pattern to area of window to be covered, align with your 
hand and smooth out so that no light is showing. The soapy solution will allow 
you to slide the pattern into position, making sure you have approx. 1/8’’ overlap 
onto the tinted portion of the window. Squeegee with yellow turbo squeegee. 
That’s it! 


